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ARTSTY HELPS AN ARTIST SELL ITS HANDMADE ITEMS AND
CRAFT SUPPLIES THROUGH the MARKET STORE OF

ARTSTY TO MILLIONS OF BUYERS.

ARTSTY WANTS ARTISTS AND SELLERS TO HAVE A
POSITIVE EXPERIENCE AND REQUESTS THEM TO GO

THROUGH THE SELLERS’ POLICY.

1. What can be sold on Artsty?



Everything that is handmade, art and craft supplies can be listed. Supplies can be
tools, ingredients, or materials which can be used to create an item. Craft supplies
may be handmade or commercially made. Products listed on Artsty are consumer
products and are for end use only. Reselling of a handmade item is prohibited.
Reselling is also allowed for any user who is promoting the art and craft of other
artists, like organizations. Personalized items can be sold with changes like color, size,
name, personal photos, etc. Self-designs on handmade items are allowed.
Creatively repackaging handmade items (a handmade basket consisting of
non-handmade items) is allowed without any changes. Artsty does not promote the
sale of mass-production of anything, clothing and the same produced in mass is NOT
ALLOWED to be sold.
Artists can disclose whether its items have social or environmental attributes, such as
organic or recycled or upcycle, and Artsty may engage to promote such items
exclusively.

2. What can’t be sold on Artsty?

The following types of items are prohibited or restricted on Artsty:

● Alcohol, Tobacco, Drugs, Drug Paraphernalia, and Medical Drugs Animal
Products and Human Remains

● Dangerous Items: Hazardous Materials, Recalled Items, and
Weapons Hate Items: Items that Promote, Support, or Glorify Hatred

● Illegal Items, Items Promoting Illegal Activity, and Highly Regulated Items
Internationally Regulated Items

● Pornography and Mature Content
● Violent Items: Items that Promote, Support, or Glorify Violence
● Any item which is obscene
● Any product that is prohibited under law.

3. What is expected by sellers while listing at Artsty?

Artsty helps the artists to sell its items and craft supplies through Artsty website and
social media platform and store. An artist agrees that they will be honest, transparent
and accurate in providing any information about themselves, their items, the listing of
products or photos and business without watermarks.



● An artist has to abide by their store policies like returns, cancellation policy (if
any).

● One has to respect the rights of other artists, buyers or a third party. If anyone’s
intellectual property right is infringed, please contact help@artsty.com. An artist
agrees not to engage in avoiding their fees or forming a cartel with other artists
to manipulate any other action (such as product pricing, quantity, etc.) or ask to
direct customer to them.

● One shouldn’t create multiple accounts or stores on artsty.com; an artist also
agrees to inform artsty about them listing their products on other similar
websites. Manipulation on clicks, carts, sales or search is strictly not acceptable
at artsty.com.

4. What can be expected by sellers while selling through us?

● Artsty does not divert the artists’ products to other artists nor Artsty asks other
artists to recreate something similar.

● An artist agrees and allows Artsty to download, use and recreate template with
their photos or videos available on Instagram or Facebook or mailed to Artsty or
otherwise for the use of promotion of their products through the social media.

● An artist can also add their video tutorials on Artsty website and can get their
upcoming workshops promoted through us too. Contact us on help@artsty.com.

● Artsty will not tag artists on any of its posts or website but may mention on
stories.

● In case Artsty receives a bulk or specific order Artsty will open up the order
enquiry to all the artists through electronic communication and the same details
will be provided to the customer. Artsty may showcase other artists’ products in
case a product of the artist is out of stock.

5. Building a positive reputation through the rating system

Buyers can leave a review about an item or delivery timing with a photograph of their
purchase after their item’s estimated delivery date. An item is more likely to be sold if it
has a good rating ranging from 0.0-5.0.



6. Privacy and protection policy of Personal Information

An artist is responsible for the protection of any personal information they receive
during the process (for example, buyers' name, email address, phone no., photos or
shipping address, etc.). All information may only be used for artsty related work. There
may be times where an artist is made to talk to the buyer directly, when the artists are
required to maintain the confidentiality of any information provided or available to the
artists through the services of Artsty. Using of watermark aren’t allowed, the photos
and the same is not permissible

If an artist sells an item through artsty.com which has any personal information like
name, photos, etc. of a buyer, it is strictly prohibited to use those items’ image on any
of the social media pages or others. Artsty has the right to ask the user to delete the
post, if found, and the user may be penalized for the same.

Artsty understands that an artist may wish to keep its personal details like store
name, address, contact number tags, or visiting cards along with the delivery
package but in order to protect the private information confidential for the
protection of owner, it is requested and advised by Artsty not to disclose the same.
If provided Artsty will not be held responsible for any consequences.

7. Requests for cancellations and refunds

There are times when things are beyond our hands and an artist has to cancel the
order. If an artist is unable to make an order, the artist must notify and cancel the
order within 24 hours of order being placed. To cancel an order either contact
sellersupport@artsty.com or directly cancelling it through the dashboard. A failure to
notify and cancel beyond the said time, the artist is responsible for a full refund to the
buyer or providing an Artsty voucher to the buyer unless there is an exceptional
circumstance beyond the control of anyone. A copy of refund proof, if any, is
necessary in the events of a dispute.

Only a seller can cancel an order; a buyer can cancel or request a return only if an
artist has any cancellation or return policy, please contact the customer support
directly at customersupport@artsty.com.

Once an order is placed an email will be send to the artist’ registered email address
and the same needs to be confirmed by the artist within 24 hours of the order being
placed.
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It is expected by an artist to inform artsty as soon as a product goes out of stock and
can’t be made-to-order.

Cases for cancellation

If the item is already sold out.
If the item cannot be made due to the unavailability of any supply used to make
it.
If the artist is unavailable to make the item within the processing time.
Or any other exceptional circumstance beyond the control of anyone.

Returns

A return is only possible if the artist has a return policy and it is written in the item’s
description. For returns and refunds please contact the customer support.

Artsty reserves the right to remove an item listed or may also suspend or terminate the
store/account in case of any violation of artsty policies or terms of use. A user shall still
be liable to pay any outstanding fees to artsty.com.

This policy is a part of our Terms of Use. You’re agreeing to this policy and our Terms
of Use.

All policy is subject to change by time to time. In case of any kind of disputes, all
disputes shall be subjected to the courts of West Bengal only.

If Artsty is sued, fined, or otherwise incurs expenses because of something that an
artist or a buyer did in their capacity to the buyer or vis-e-verse, the artist or the buyer
agrees to indemnify artists for the expenses.


